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Have you ever wondered why in the Jewish-Israelite culture our forefathers wrote the First command that
Yahwah Elahin ever gave to Adam and Chawwah, the ancestors of the Hebrews, was a Law completely
imbedded in Sex?
Gen 1:28 And Elohim blessed them, and Elohim said to them, “Bear fruit and increase, and fill the earth
and subdue it, and rule over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the heavens, and over all creatures
moving on the earth.”
Even after Adam and Chawwah fell from the Garden of Eden and a whole region of the Earth somewhere
in the Northern part of the Middle East in Turkey was flooded and killed pretty much the whole
population except Noah, when Elah was prepared to help Noah restart the Adamic family, he once again
gave the command,
Gen 9:1 And Elohim blessed Noaḥ and his sons, and said to them, “Bear fruit and increase, and fill the
earth.
Unlike Christianity, Judaic culture does not share the anglo saxon sexual taboos that currently plague
western society and religion. Christianity is not a true representation and has not authority to ever
represent Jewish-Israelite Biblical Literature in regards to Sex and Sexual Behaviour. They concept of
Fornication is not recognized by any Jewish Community or Authority, as fornication doesn’t even mean
what is currently being taught in the churches today. Read the Bible for yourself.
The Eternal Creator created the Law of sex as the very first command before he created any other law in
relationship to our culture, our way of life, our way of living and for our spiritual growth and
development. The fact that all of Elahs Laws are spiritual, any act that we do to fulfill those laws are
deemed Spiritual. Therefore Sex in and of itself without any attachment of the current western taboos is a
divine and spiritual act. While there is a physical pleasure that can come from the act of sexual
intercourse, it is first and foremost a spiritual connection. This is why the knowledge of Sex is very
important in understanding how to tap into the divine command and adhere to it according to the
principles that govern mankind.
When something is Commanded by the Eternal Creator, it is not an option that we can pick and choose to
follow. We are obligated to adhere to that command in the realm of natural law and the original design of
Sex. Everything that we feel during sex was designed by the Eternal Creator for a reason. The feeling of
arousal and the desire to want to engage in sexual activity, The feeling of pleasure, the emotional
attachments, the enjoyment, the orgasms, the touch and any other thing that we do to make the act
fulfilling is purposed and naturally designed to be that Way.

Now if Elah gave the command, yet later we see people promoting Celibacy and hear of apostles and so
called prophets speaking in contraction promoting celibacy as the ultimate goal and sex being an option,
we should know that they speak in error and do not speak for the Eternal Creator. Celibacy is the
prohibition of following the command of Elah. If anyone prohibits you from following any of the
commands of Elah, then under Hebrew law they are to be punished and separated from the people. They
are deemed Wicked….
Deu 4:2 “Do not add to the Word which I command you, and do not take away from it 1, so as to guard
the commands of  יהוהyour Elohim which I am commanding you
Deu 4:6-9 “And you shall guard and do them, for this is your wisdom and your understanding before the
eyes of the peoples who hear all these laws, and they shall say, ‘Only a wise and understanding people is
this great nation!’ (7) “For what great nation is there which has Elohim so near to it, as  יהוהour Elohim
is to us, whenever we call on Him? (8) “And what great nation is there that has such laws and righteous
right-rulings like all this Torah which I set before you this day? (9) “Only, guard yourself, and guard
your life diligently, lest you forget the Words your eyes have seen, and lest they turn aside from your
heart all the days of your life. And you shall make them known to your children and your grandchildren.
Pro 30:6 Do not add to His Words1, Lest He reprove you, and you be found a liar.
It would be plain and clear that if the Eternal Creator does not change and has warned not to change or
alter his commands, then such BS statements such as this would only come from a LIAR
1Co 7:1 And concerning the matters you wrote to me: It is good for a man not to touch a
woman.
1Co 7:6-8 And I say this as a concession, not as a command. (7) For I wish that all men were
even as I myself. But each one has his own gift from Elohim, one in this way and another in
that. (8) And I say to the unmarried and to the widows: It is good for them if they remain
even as I am,
1Co 7:27 Are you bound to a wife? Do not seek to be loosed. Are you loosed from a wife? Do not
seek a wife.
1Co 7:37-38 But he who stands steadfast in his heart, having no necessity, and has authority
over his own desire, and has so decided in his heart to guard his own maiden, does well. (38)
So then he who gives her in marriage does well, but he who does not give her in marriage does
better.
1Co 7:40 But she is better off if she remains as she is, according to my opinion. And I think I
also have the Spirit of Elohim.
This is a clear picture of a Man who is misquided and mis-directed giving false and clearly contradictory
information that violates the Commands of Elah and the Sacred Torah. Not only does he give false info in
regards to celibacy and not marrying, but in the end he makes it clear that its his own personal opinion
and then he says he thinks he has the spirit of Elohim? Wait? He doesn’t know for sure whether he has the
spirit or not? Any True Prophet or Prophetic minister that is in the Torah speaks with 100% authority
under the Spirit of Elohim. They don’t guess. These such a found in the New testament are clearly
misguided individuals who have adopted foreign monastery celibacy cult traditions that have absolutely

nothing to do with Elahs command of being fruitful, multiply and increasing and having dominion. This
is also a clear picture of people who have allowed Religion to reduce their IQ drastically in regards to
Truth and facts. Anyone who adheres to long term celibacy as a righteous act has a very low IQ and are
not very intelligent in regards to the Commands of the Eternal Creator and definetly are not guided by the
Spirit of Yahwah Elahin. Anyone who believes otherwise are controlled by the spirit of Deception,
regardless of how offensive this sounds. The Truth hurts when its in regard to something that is essential
to life, health, mental wellness and walking in the Image of Elahin according to his original creation and
design. Too many people live an imitation of life and the suffer and die due to those imitations. Not living
according to the original way is the reason so many die and have their purpose and lives cut of f short. If
you cannot fulfill the first and foundational command of mankind, that Elah has given, then theres no way
you can build your life and follow the Rest of the commands that Elah has given.
The Torah/Tenakh says,
Pro 18:22 He who has found a wife has found good, And receives favour from יהוה.
This is profound in correcting the BS that other religions such as Christianity and his messianic cults and
Black Hebrew Christian sects(including those who claim to be Torah only) falsely teach in total
misguidance of their followers.
First is says, finding a wife is “good”. In the same passages after Elahin gave the command to bear be
fruitful, multiply and increase, he said
Gen 1:31 And Elohim saw all that He had made, and see, it was very good. And there came to be evening
and there came to be morning, the sixth day.
Yahwah also specifically says,
Deu 30:15-16 “See, I have set before you today life and good, and death and evil, (16) in that I am
commanding you today to love  יהוהyour Elohim, to walk in His ways, and to guard His commands, and
His laws, and His right-rulings. And you shall live and increase, and  יהוהyour Elohim shall bless you in
the land which you go to possess.
Elahin considers everything that he has created, commanded and purposed as being good. Elahin is also
the giver and the creator of life. Elah in his command of Sex also made it clear that we are to reproduce
and produce Life by multiplying and increasing. He tells us we are the ones who make choices for our
lives. If we choose good it comes along with life and if we choose evil it comes along with death. So
when we see death, poverty or anything else in our lives or if we choose to believe teachings that go
against the command of Elah, we find ourselves on the side of Evil. Life and good cannot be separated
and Neither does Death and Evil.
Gen 2:18 And  יהוהElohim said, “It is not good for the man to be alone, I am going to make a helper for
him, as his counterpart.”
How does sex fit into this? Sex in and of itself is good according to Elah for he created it. He made it
clear that is was Evil to be Single:
Just as celibacy, Singleness was defined by Elahin as Not Good. If good is the opposite of evil, then
singleness is evil because it goes against the original purpose of Elah in his plan for the Command of Sex

to be fulfilled. Whatever he says in not good, is plain and clear.. ITS NOT GOOD NOR IS IT
ASSOCIATED WITH LIFE.
Now how we use sex, determines on whether it produces life and good or death and evil. This once again
comes from learning and studying the principle of Sacred Sexuality(Edenic Tantra), which has been
written extensively in other articles. When sex is used properly it can produce life as in children, but it
goes much deeper than just children. True sexual interaction can create a bonding between the two,
furthermore it creates and fosters a spirit of life in the individuals who engage in it.
The Torah says,
Gen 2:24 For this cause a man shall leave his father and mother, and cleave to his wife, and they shall
become one flesh.
Sex creates a oneness between those who engage in it according to Elahs plan. Sex is also directly
associated with mental and physical health. When we do not fulfill the command and adhere to the evil
lifestyle of long term celibacy our natural bio-clock shortens our lifespan and opens the doors to death
through various diseases , such as cancer, that are associated with long term celibacy.
Anything that naturally causes disease is the result of choosing to violate the Eternal Creators Commands.
Celibacy is the far left of destructive and evil acts. There are also far right acts that also violate the
Command of Elah that leads to death and are evil. This is when disease, abuse and pain are produced
from improper sexual acts that are not in accord to Natural Laws. Sex can always produce children, aka
seed, whether is good or evil. Having children while single would be producing in evil, because
singleness is already defined as evil. If you are not bonded and in a covenant relationship with someone,
then whatever you reproduce either spiritually or physically is not going to be good.. Rape, STDs,
Physical abuse, emotional or mental abuse during sex is not good.
So theres two sides to understanding how people violate the laws of the Creator. Sacred Sexuality teaches
us the principles, such as covenant relationships which prevents us from going to the far left or the far
right and bring us into the balance of Natural law in fulfilling the Will and command of Elah.
Another point in proverbs 18:22 made clear is that, having a woman causes a man to obtain the favour of
Elahin. You cannot obtain favour being single or long term celibate. That’s plain and clear, because it’s
not a righteous act and it causes the person to fail to fulfill the Command of Elah.
Pro 8:35-36 “For whoever finds me shall find life, And obtain favour from יהוה, (36) “But he who sins
against me injures himself; All who hate me love death!”
Chockmah the Eternal Mother, who is also known as the Holy Spirit(1:23) and wife of Yahwah, makes it
clear that find her finds life and obtains favour. One of the clear indications of the writer of Corithians in
regards to Sex, Celibacy and Marriage was that he was not lead by the Spirit. However one who is lead by
the Spirit(chockmah/wisdom) obtains favour from Yahwah. And finding a wife obtains favour. But those
who sin against the Spirit injures himself and love death. Therefore those practice long term celibacy and
are single by choice are not lead by the spirit and the favour of Elah is not upon them. Only those who
adhere to and guard the commands of the Torah of Elah as they are led by the Holy Spirit (or the Spirit of
Qadash/Ruwah Qadash) are able to obtain the favour of Yahwah and see good and life manifest in their
lives.
Sex is very much apart of Hebrew culture and is the foundation of the human anatomy in medical science.

Religion has tried to distort sex soo much that they have tried to re-interpret the song of Solomon, a very
explicit sexual writing about Solomon and his erotic sex relationship with a woman he was inlove with.
Anyone who believes that the Song of Solomon is a story of Gods relationship the Church or any other
un-intelligent ideas similar to that, is not a very bright person. Song of Solomon has nothing to do with
Elahs relationship to mankind, the children of Israel or anyone or anything else…It’s an Edenic Tantra
story of love, eroticism and sex at its best between a man and a woman.
Son 1:1-2 The song of songs, which is Shelomoh’s. (2) Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth, For
your loves are better than wine.
Son 1:5 I am dark, but lovely, O daughters of Yerushalayim, Like the tents of Qĕḏar, Like the curtains of
Shelomoh.
That doesn’t sound anything like the Eternal Creator and his Earthly Bride…that’s a Black woman getting
down sexually with a King of Israel!!
Son 1:12-13 While the sovereign is at his table, My nard shall give its fragrance. (13) My beloved is a
bundle of myrrh to me, Lying between my breasts.
Son 4:5 Your two breasts are like two fawns, Twins of a gazelle, pasturing among the lilies.
Son 4:11 Your lips, O my bride, drip as the honeycomb; Honey and milk are under your tongue. And the
fragrance of your garments Is like the fragrance of Leḇanon.
Son 4:12-15 A garden locked is my sister, my bride, A fountain locked, a spring sealed up. (13) Your
plants are an orchard of pomegranates with pleasant fruits, With henna, nard, (14) Nard and saffron,
Calamus and cinnamon, With all trees of frankincense, Myrrh and aloes, With all the chief spices; (15)
A garden spring, A well of living waters, And streams from Leḇanon.
Son 4:16 Awake, O north wind, and come, O south! Blow upon my garden, let its spices flow out. Let my
beloved come to his garden And eat its pleasant fruits.
Talmudic Quotes on Sex”
Yebamoth 63b,
“Another [Baraitha] taught : R. Eliezer said, Anyone who does not engage in Sexual copoluation is
as though he sheds blood; For it is said, Whoso sheddeth mans's blood, and close upon it follows, And
you, be ye fruitful etc. R. Eleazar b. Azariah said: As though he diminished the Divine Image. Ben ‘Azzai
said etc. They said to Ben ‘Azzai: Some preach well etc”.
This is the True representation of the view of sex from a Judaic perspective. This is the authoritative
representation of Tantra at its best in Hebrew culture between a man and his covenant woman. You need
to choose whether you are going to follow Elahs command and fulfill what he has ordained you to do or
do as you see right and in your own eyes and inherit the penalty of death. Singleness, Celibacy, not
bearing children, or bearing children in your singleness or spreading STDs and uncleanliness is all in
direct violation of Elahs original plan. You cannot inherit the favour of Elah in this life and if you die in
Sin, you inherit the penalty of Sin forever in Eternal Separation. Do not listen to Western Religions
doctrine of Anglo Saxon Sex, nor engage in the unclean acts that the secular world has to offer to with its
bacterial and diseased ridden world. Balance your life and make a covenant as you are commanded and
inherit life and good
Sex and Health Today

Your Sex hormones govern and control all other hormones in your body. When your sex hormones stop
working and malfunction, everything else in your body becomes imbalanced and disease. Sex hormones
synchronize everything. A Womans first menstrual cycle and the physical view of blood is the sign of the
natural biological rites of passage for a young woman to be prepared for the ability to reproduce, multiply
and increase. The biological rites of passage for a young man is when he is able to release sperm(seed)
from his loins. Women then continue to reproduce a monthly supply of eggs to be fertilized so as to
naturally fulfill the commands of Elah. The only problem today is that women are out of synch with
nature and therefore have hemorrhaging menstrual cycles where they bleed for 3-7 or more days which is
unnatural. Women should only have a small speck of dark brownish spotting to indicate her time or
releasing and washing out the unfertilized eggs. However due to humankind falling from the Edenic
Lifestyle, The Torah created laws of the Niddah to deal with such unnatural acts. Niddah specifically
refers to a time of uncleanliness. Now when we put this in perspective. Uncleanliness is not associated
with Life and Good, its associated with Death and evil because naturally women are not suppose to
menstruate, but to do altering Elahs laws in regards to sex, diet, environment and exploitations of the
human body, women started dis-eased episode each month. Her Uterus would hemorrhage. This
Hemorrhaging then of course continues until the Uterus is worn out and ceases to function according to it
natural divine design. We call this Menopause. This is when the Sex hormones, the foundation of the
human physiology ceases to function as designed. Once this happens, everything else in the womans body
becomes unsynchronized. The same thing with men, abusing their bodies, eating in contradiction to the
Laws of Eden over times causes the Sex hormones to become imbalanced and as the man ages, he starts
to have premature ejaculation problems and he begans to have erection problems. Very rarely does his
actual sex drive decrease like the woman in her diseased state, but his sex energy becomes so imbalanced
that his energy is channeled in the wrong directions, not being able to function normally due to erectile
functions, it rechannels to his mind and creates imbalances that can lead to aggression, depression and
other mental imbalances. In all of this the Kidneys, which are the ocean and seat of the body that governs
the distribution and quality of blood, oxygen, nutrients and minerals to the Uterus and prostate which
controls all the sex hormones which itself governs all others, becomes weakened.
All of this is why today we see so many sexual dysfunctions, cancers, hormonal diseases and other health
imbalances. Listening to Religion and man-made errors in regards to the Laws of the Eternal Creator.
Its time to reverse this and return into our original design and reclaim our health and find those natural
solutions that Elah has provided to help us rebalance ourselves should we stray and then try to find our
way back home. Theres always a open door to escape death and return unto life.
You too can become restored and rebalanced, especially if you are already married and in a covenant
relationship yet have not been able to enjoy or experience the true bonding that comes with healthy sexual
activity. Many women have been married and yet have never experienced “true orgasm”(beyond the
outer nut) from the deep parts of the back of her vagina nor have they experience what we call the
“temple balance” being entered and dominated by their man. This is why many women feel unfilled in
relationships and in secular worlds try to find “love” and that fulfillment, unsuccessfully in all the wrong
places. While commitment and making a covenant vows is essential, the true creation of the covenant is
through the act of edenic sex. When healthy edenic sex ceases, the covenant began to die. . Sex is the
bonding factor of Covenant relationships. The Covenant must be kept alive and must be able to prosper.
Edenic Sex is Elahs solution to keeping the covenant alive.
However that can be changed, and the man can be restored unto his throne within the temple palace and
the woman can feel the bliss, and inner bonding that no book or writing could truly explain, other than
that true live experience. You can experience the Song of Solomon in your Sex life

We at Edenic Light Integrative Family Life Care have created a Highly potent, Natural Eastern Solution
to getting your Sexual hormones, your mind and mental well being, your kidneys, Uterus, Prostate and
overall health back on balance to be able to make the Fires of the Passion of the Bedroom of Covenant
relationship burn again.
We have created SexAdon Rx: Viagra nor any other artificial supplements can do what we have carefully
research and created to be in tune and harmony with Elahs Torah in helping people fulfill that command
of being fruitful, multiplying and Increasing and having dominion and control of their covenant
relationships and their bodies.
Carefully formulated in a FDA/cGMP Pharmacy, we provide high standardized potency and all natural
purified ingrediates according to all standards.
Sexadon Rx is available only Through Edenic Light Integrative Family Life care through Prescription only.
So if you are looking to return unto that Edenic Path and need a natural solution to getting back on that
path, we are here to provide that solution!!!

